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Introduction
The Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov (BFKL) framework at leading (LO) [1] and nextto-leading (NLO) [2] logarithmic accuracy has been used to study the properties of scattering amplitudes in Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) and N = 4 supersymmetric YangMills theory (MSYM) in certain kinematic regions (multi-Regge (MRK) and quasi-multiRegge kinematics) where logarithms of the center-of-mass energy are enhanced. Physical observables such as hadron structure functions at small values of Bjorken x in deep inelastic scattering or inclusive dijet production with a significant rapidity separation at the Large Hadron Collider are characteristic cases [4, 5, 6, 3, 7, 8, 9] where the BFKL approach is suitable.
From a more formal point of view, it was in a generalized leading logarithmic approximation, where the Bartels-Kwiecinski-Praszalowicz (BKP) equation was proposed [10, 11] and found to have a hidden integrability [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] . Moreover, corrections to the Bern-Dixon-Smirnov (BDS) iterative ansatz [21] were found in MRK and within the BFKL formalism in [22, 23] . These corrections have been understood as part of the finite remainder to the amplitude which corresponds to the anomalous contribution of a conformal Ward identity [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31] .
The main bulk of the literature focuses on seeing the BFKL dynamics as the dynamics of the BFKL Pomeron, that is, a colorless state of two reggeized gluons exchanged in the t-channel. Nonetheless though, the BFKL framework is applicable to any color state the two reggeized gluons might be in. For three colors, that is, for N c = 3, there are six irreducible representations: 1, 8 a , 8 s , 10, 10, 27. From a purely theoretical point of view, both the symmetric and antisymmetric color octet or adjoint representation are extremely important. Firstly, because of the gluon reggeization and secondly, because the color octet representation is connected to the BDS ansatz and to the BKP equation. It is mainly the latter that interests us in this work. We should mention that we use the terms 'adjoint' and 'color octet' representation interchangeably, by both we mean the same thing. Our analysis for the color octet state can in principal be extended to any color state.
In Refs. [32, 33] we used advanced Monte Carlo techniques [34] to study the exclusive information present in the gluon Green's function in the octet representations at LO and NLO accuracy. Some of the results are repeated here so that we can make the connection between the insight gained by our previous work to an ongoing project that has in its core the phenomenological study of the BKP Odderon at the LHC. We present the iterative solution in Section 2 for both the LO and NLO cases. We spare all technical details for which we refer the reader to the original publications [32, 33] . We conclude and present an outlook in Section 3.
The adjoint BFKL Green function at LO and NLO in iterative form
The non-forward BFKL equation for a general color representation at leading and next-to-leading order, can be found in Ref. [35, 37, 36] . In this section we are interested in comparing the gluon Green's function in the octet color state against that of the singlet color state. The only difference between both solutions is in the "real emission" part of the kernel, which in the color octet case carries an extra factor of 1/2 with respect to the singlet case. In the octet case, this spoils the complete cancellation of infrared divergencies present in the singlet, or Pomeron, projection.
We can show that the extra infrared divergencies that appear in the non-singlet representations can be written as a simple overall factor in the gluon Green's function. For that we regularize half of the divergencies in the gluon Regge trajectory using dimensional D = 4 − 2 ǫ regularization, while the remaining ones are treated using a mass parameter λ, which is also used to regularize the phase space integral of the "real emission" sector. The dependence on λ will cancel out while the dependence on ǫ will remain in the factorized term. We use the notation q ′ i ≡ q i − q, where q is the momentum transfer and all two-dimensional vectors are represented in bold.
From now on we will focus on the description of the infrared finite remainder of the gluon Green's function. We factor out the ǫ dependence and in order to have the singlet and octet solutions we set set c R = 1 and c R = 1/2 respectively. The finite remainder then at LO reads:
whereas at NLO in the adjoint representation it explicitly reads:
where y 0 ≡ Y . We have checked that the functions H and F are λ independent for small λ.
An interesting question is to study the convergence of the sum defining the function H in Eq. (2.1). For a fixed value of Y and the couplingᾱ s a finite number of terms in the sum is needed to reach a good accuracy for the gluon Green's function. As the value of the effective parameterᾱ s Y gets larger the Green's function is more sensitive to high multiplicity terms, following a Poissonian distribution as it can be seen in Fig. 1 . It is very important that the convergence is much better in the octet case where it is possible to get the Green's function with a small number of terms, see Fig. 1 (right) . The same behavior is also observed at NLO level. This can be qualitatively understood if we think of the "real emission" terms as pushing the Green's function to grow with Y . In the case of the color singlet state they carry the same coefficient as the contributions from the gluon Regge trajectories, which make the Green's function decrease with Y . For the adjoint representation this balance is broken in favor of the "virtual contributions", making the Green's function to grow much slower with an effective reduction in the number of emissions.
Conclusions and Outlook
As was mentioned in the introduction, our long-term perspective is to set up a study project focused on the LHC phenomenology of the BKP Odderon. We want to study multijet events at the LHC with a Monte Carlo tool that keeps as much exclusive information as possible. For that, the first step is to solve the BKP equation in an iterative fashion similar to the one described here for the solution of the BFKL equation in the adjoint representation.
The BFKL dynamics can be described, in a pictorial form, by a system of two reggeized gluons exchanged in the t-channel which interact with each other through ordinary gluons. This is the usual view in terms of ladder-type diagrams in which the reggeized gluons play the role of the rails of the ladder and the exchanged ordinary gluons are the rungs. If an exchange of an ordinary gluon takes place at rapidity y i then the next one is allowed to happen at rapidity y i+1 further down the ladder. That simply means that in order to use an iterative solution, one has to increase the number of rungs by one in each iteration until convergence is reached.
In the BKP framework, this picture has to be modified. There are now three reggeized gluons exchanged in the t-channel and they can interact, locally in rapidity, in pairs through the exchange of ordinary gluons. The ladder is no more one with two rails but rather one with three rails and each rung can connect any two of them. The whole system is in the color singlet representation whereas any subset of two reggeized gluons is in the symmetric color octet representation. There would not be hardly any hope to pursue an iterative solution through the Monte Carlo approach if it were not for the fact that any pair of the three reggeized gluons is in the color octet representation which, as we saw in the previous section, leads to a much faster convergence compared to the color singlet state. This is a key feature in our approach for finding an iterative solution of the BKP equation. We will present our results with regard to that elsewhere [38] .
